
The Four Children:
A reimagined ritual 

for your inner 
Passover child



Judaism is a religion comprised of 613 commandments. It's... a lot. Which is why it's curious that there is not a Hebrew word that means “to
obey.” Instead of a word meaning “to obey,” the Torah uses the verb shema, untranslatable into English because it actually means 5 things: 

 
 
 
 

In Jewish tradition, a question is more valuable than an answer, teaching us to value exploration even more than discovery. Written into the
very structure of Jewish consciousness is the idea that our highest duty is to seek to understand and ultimately act, not just to obey blindly. 

 
Elie Wiesel echoed the words of the sages by asking:

 “When will you understand that a beautiful answer is nothing? Nothing more than illusion!” 

  to listen    |      to hear    |      to understand    |      to internalize    |      to respond

Judaism:
Making 
things

complicated
since 

500 BC



While all Jewish holidays center around meaningful question-asking in some manner, Passover is arguably the
main event. The actual book of choreography that guides us through Passover rituals (called the Haggadah)

provides explicit stage directions for participants to ask dozens of questions throughout the Seder. On
Passover we replicate the experience of going from slavery to freedom by drinking wine, reclining like royalty,

and eating a delicious meal. However, the Seder teaches us that the first step to true liberation is asking: 
 

“Why? Why is this night different than all other nights?"
 

As the great British Rabbi, Lord Jonathan Sacks wrote: "Judaism is a faith that values the mind, encouraging
questions and engaging us at the highest level of intellectual rigour. Every question asked in reverence is the
start of a journey, and it begins with the habit which, on [Passover], Jewish parents teach their children to ask,

thereby to join the never-ending dialogue between human understanding and heaven."

To ask is to begin



Among the question-inciting stage directions in most haggadot
(plural for haggadah) is a short play-within-a-play called The Four
Children. It’s about four theoretical children who ask questions

about the meaning of Passover. We find The Four Children in the
maggid (“telling”) section of the seder (ritual Passover meal) during
which we retell the Israelites’ journey from slavery to freedom. The
Four Children originated in four distinct passages in the Torah that

instruct us to teach our children about the story of Passover. 
 

Some believe that the Haggadah deliberately provides caricatures
of four types of children to teach us something about the care we

must take when we answer questions. For example, each person at
our seder is coming from a different place. By telling the story of
the four children, each with a distinct question and each with a

distinct answer, the Haggadah is telling us to accept each person
where they are and to begin from there. The questions that are
asked must be addressed, and the questions that are not asked

must be addressed. 
 

In other words: When we find ourselves in a position of power and
authority, it's our job to include people and level the playing field so

that everyone can sit at the table equally.

Kids these days...



The wise child:
Wants to get into the weeds of
Passover. He asks details about
the specific meaning of the laws of
Passover observance. A bit of a
suck-up. Adults love this kid.

The wicked child: 
Asks everyone at the table, “What

does Passover mean to you?” The
supposed "wickedness" here is

that this child isn't concerned
about the laws of Passover

personally, but only for others.
Basically, this kid is a black sheep

because they separate themself
from community and 
traditions instead of 
engaging with them.

The simple child:
Asks: “Literally, what is even
going on here? What even is
Passover? When's the soup
coming?" Honestly, this kid is
asking the questions on
everyone's mind.

The child who
doesn't know

enough to even ask
a question:

Is...all of us at different points
in our lives. A little oblivious,

and only medium-happy to be
involved.

Here
they 
are:

The 
Four

Children



The Four Children is a classic Haggadah tool because
it reminds us that asking questions deepens not only

our own understanding of Passover, but also the
experience of those around us. 

 
However, this particular model perpetuates the idea

that people are uncomplicated, and that their
essences can be boiled down into overly simplified

descriptions. Imagine that a parent declared:  “I have
four children: This one is the brain, this one the

troublemaker, this one the dope, and this one the
silent.” Would we let such a statement pass?  

What is the Haggadah getting at?



In the Passover spirit of question-asking and re-interpretation, we invite you to spend a little time imagining a more personal version of The Four Children. Rather
than trying to fit into a preconceived idea about which “child” best represents you, or determining which narratives best demonstrate your Passover aptitude, we

see this as a chance to tap into our many inner children and the ways in which they play together and shape us as adults on our continuing spiritual journeys.
 

At some point during your Seder, or over Passover week, sit together with your partner, friends, or family and consider the following questions. Feel free to journal
your thoughts quietly and come together afterward to discuss. Or jump in at the same time and see where your inner children overlap and differ!

As a child, what’s 
one narrative that your
family had about you? 

Did it prove to be true or
untrue for you 

as an adult?

What traditions 
or rituals meant the 

most to you as a child? 
Did you see yourself as a part

of a specific spiritual 
or cultural legacy? 

How does this shape 
you as an adult?

What’s one story you told
about yourself as a child?
Are you still that person?

What would your inner
spiritual child think about
your adult spiritual self?

Can you 
recall the questions 

you had about
faith/religion/spirituality 

as a child? Were you 
encouraged to ask? Are they 

the same questions you 
sit with as an adult, or 

are they different?

Are there aspects of 
your spiritual self or your

family legacy that you 
feel oblivious about?
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